
KEN'S

463386 - Dressing Balsamic Fig Glaze
Ken's brand dressings and sauces are made with the finest and freshest ingredients - operators who make
quality their number one priority. From mayonnaise and barbecue to traditional, lite, fat free, and specialty salad
dressing, Ken's brand can meet all of your customers' needs. Convenient tamper-evident packaging helps redu...
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BALSAMIC VINEGAR, SUGAR,
FRUCTOSE, CORN SYRUP, FIG
BASE (FIG, WATER, CITRIC ACID),
RAISIN PASTE, WATER, MODIFIED
CORN STARCH, CONTAINS LESS
THAN 2% OF SALT, XANTHAN
GUM.

Free From:

Dry storage at ambient temperature
(50 - 80F). Do not freeze.

Not just for salads anymore, Ken's dressings and sauces
can also be used for sandwich and hamburger spreads
or as dipping sauces for fried appetizers, buffalo wings
and chicken tenders. Use your own dressings and
sauces to spice up a pasta salad or as a flavorful sauce
for an entree. Can also be used for marinades.

All Ken's dressings and sauces are ready
to serve. Just open and impress your
customers with the fresh, bold taste of
your products. Available in a wide
variety of flavors. Add ingredients at
store level to personalize your offerings
(speed scratch recipes).

KEN'S Ken's Foods Inc
Ranch & Flavored Salad

Dressings

KE2335-2 463386 20041335350129 2 2/1GAL

21.38 lb 20.28 lb USA No

12.44 in 6.38 in 10.5 in 0.48 ft3 24x4
360

DAYS
50°F / 80°F
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